Abstract-We propose a novel design of broadband plasmonic nanoantenna that is suitable for fluorescence and Raman enhancement. The structure consists of a gold nanoring and bowties at the center. We numerically investigate the near field and far field performance by employing the finitedifference time-domain method. High Purcell enhancement and large SERS are demonstrated in a record wide spectral bandwidth of 700 nm based on a single emitter-antenna configuration. Moreover, unlike a traditional antenna design, the proposed nanoantenna has low heat generation and high field enhancement at the gap simultaneously when operating off resonance.
INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, fluorescence and Raman spectroscopy techniques have emerged as powerful tools for analyzing labeled species, with a wide range of applications in chemistry [1] , biomedicine [2, 3] and nano-optics [4] . While fluorescence results from the excitation of emitters by an incident field and the subsequent emission from an excited state to the ground state, which is determined by the competition between the radiative and non-radiative decay processes, Raman scattering is a purely inelastic scattering process between photons and molecules, mediated by vibrational or rotational modes of the molecules. Both can be used as complementary tools for examining the analyte, but are normally ineffective/weak due to the significant size mismatch between the wavelength of photons and the scale of emitters, which hampers the analysis of species at extremely low concentrations. Much effort has been made to improve the detection sensitivity, such as changing the scattering and absorption cross section via chemical approach [5] or a local electromagnetic field enhancement mechanism [6, 7] .
Optical nanoantennas based on localized surface plasmon resonance [7, 8] are becoming more appealing since they can efficiently link far field radiation with the localized near field, allowing for high electromagnetic field enhancement, deep subwavelength confinement of light and tailoring of the local density of photonic states [4, 9, 10] . Fluorescence from emitters and Raman scattering of a molecule in the vicinity of plasmonic nanoantennas can be substantially enhanced, enabling the detection of species even down to single molecule level. Numerous types of nanoantenna configurations have demonstrated their ability to confine light at nanoscale and strongly enhance local fields, such as bowties [11, 12] , nanorods [13] , nanorings [14, 15] and clusters of nanoparticles [16] . However, most of these antennas are limited by the narrow band spectral response because of their dipolar nature, with a typical bandwidth at the order of 100 nm. Therefore, it is highly desirable and of great significance to design nanoantennas capable of broadband spectral responses for multispectral spectroscopy. Several topologies have been explored to achieve this, such as fractal geometry [17] [18] [19] , multiple segments arrangement [20] [21] [22] , log-periodic antennas [23] [24] [25] and nanocrescent antenna [26] . However, they all have some limitations, for instance, the locations of hot spots in fractal antennas are wavelength dependent [17] , the bandwidth of the multiple dipole antennas is constrained to the number of the resonant elements [20] , and the photonic-plasmonic antennas require multi-periodic particle arrays [22] . Though trapezoidal log-periodic antennas analogous to their RF design [24, 27] and metacoxial antennas [28] are good candidates for multi-band operations, all these nanoantenna designs in the literature operate at resonance, with simultaneous large extinction cross section and large heat generation, which makes the structures fail under high power excitation. This aspect is commonly ignored with respect to the plasmon enhanced fluorescence and Raman spectroscopies. Here we propose a novel and compact antenna configuration that provides broadband near field enhancement in the same spatial position with low heat generation, and theoretically investigate the Purcell factor and Raman enhancement which has seldom been reported. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show the theoretical background and the simulation methods of our broadband nanoantenna. In Section 3, we present the results and explain the working principle. First, we investigate the spectral response of the nanoantennas in Section 3.1. Then we study the fluorescence enhancement and SERS based on a single emitter-single antenna configuration in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we demonstrate that our antennas have low heat generation under illumination while maintaining high field enhancement. Finally, Section 4 provides the conclusions.
THEORY AND METHODS
Plasmonic nanoantennas show strong scattering and absorption under excitation in the visible and infrared regions due to their localized surface plasmonic resonances. The efficiency for each of these processes can be characterized by σ scat and σ abs , denoting the scattering and the absorption cross sections, respectively. The sum of these two cross sections is characterized by the extinction cross section σ ext = σ scat + σ abs [7] . The total absorbed power inside the nanostructures is transferred to the generated heat Q abs , which is related to the field inside the structure via
where Q d is the heat power density [29] . While heat generation is related to the field inside the nanostructure, fluorescence enhancement and SERS are highly dependent on the electric field outside the nanostructure. Consider an isolated emitter with radiative decay rate γ 0 rad , non-radiative decay rate γ 0 nrad , and define quantum efficiency η 0 = γ 0 rad /(γ 0 rad + γ 0 nrad ). According to Fermi's Golden rule, the presence of plasmonic nanoantennas can strongly change the local electromagnetic environment, and thus modify the radiative decay rate and quantum efficiency of the emitter. We use the Purcell factor F = γ rad /γ 0 rad to represent the enhancement of the radiative decay rate and define the antenna efficiency η a = γ rad /(γ rad + γ nrad ), where γ rad and γ nrad denote the modified radiative and nonradiative decay rates, respectively [13] . The modified quantum efficiency η then changes to
Since the fluorescence of the emitter is the product of the excitation and emission processes, under weak excitation (no saturation), the total fluorescence rate enhancement Γ em can be expressed as
where Γ exc = |E| 2 /|E 0 | 2 represents the near field enhancement during the excitation process. We also use this defined electromagnetic enhancement factor G (ω) = |E (ω) |/|E 0 | to study the SERS. Unlike fluorescence, the total electromagnetic contribution to SERS can be expressed as
, where ω i is the excitation frequency and ω is related to the Stokes or anti-Stokes frequency. It becomes a usual E 4 dependence when the Raman scattering frequency is close to the excitation frequency [7] .
Three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain calculations were performed using commercially available software package (Lumerical FDTD Solutions Inc.v8.6) to model the broadband nanoantenna [30] . The top view of the proposed broadband nanoantenna is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of a gold nanoring and bowtie antenna at the center (BCR), both of which have been previously and thoroughly studied [11, 14] . Bowtie antennas were chosen because of their strong field localization, while the nanoring can exhibit remarkably uniform field enhancement in the ring interior. For gold bowtie antennas, the relevant parameters are the arm length L, gap size g 1 , and opening angle θ. For the nanoring, the inner radius and the thickness of ring are R i and T r , respectively. They are separated by a small gap size g 2 . Considering the fabrication limits and in order to avoid sharp edges, we model the bowtie tips as rounded with a radius of curvature of 10 nm. The initial geometrical parameters of the antennas are as follows: L = 60 nm, θ = 40 • , g 1 = 10 nm, R i = 75 nm, T r = 135 nm, g 2 = 10 nm, and the heights of the bowtie and ring is fixed to 40 nm. The optical constant of the gold is modeled by a Drude-Lorentz fitting (with 6 coefficients) to tabulated experimental data [31] , and we assume the whole structure is embedded in water (ε = 1.77). A perfectly matched layer was employed in every face of the simulation box. To study the near field and far field performance of a single antenna, the solverdefined total-field scattered-field (TFSF) source polarized in the x-direction was normally incident to the nanoantenna (−z direction), as shown in Fig. 1 . Extinction cross section is calculated by summing the scattering and absorption cross sections. The total heat generation and heat power density can be obtained according to Equation (1), where we choose the incident power density as 1 mW/µm 2 , a typical value found in literature [32] . To simulate the emission process modified by nanoantennas, a point dipole source oriented in the x direction acting as an isolated emitter is placed at the center of the gap region, which is represented by a red point in Fig. 1 . The radiated emitted power P rad and the total emitted power P tot in the presence of the antenna were calculated by integrating the power flow over a closed surface surrounding the dipole source at respective distances of 1 µm and 2 nm. Then, the total and radiative decay rates enhancement can be obtained by normalizing the emitted power to the radiated emitted power P 0 of the same dipole source in the absence of the antenna: Γ rad = P rad /P 0 and Γ tot = P tot /P 0 , here Γ rad = F and η a = Γ rad /Γ tot [4] . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Near Field Characteristics of Plasmonic Modes
The optical intensity enhancement with respect to the incident field at the center of the gap is plotted in Fig. 2(a) , and a single bowtie antenna without ring and bowtie antenna designed for a wavelength of 850 nm are also compared. It shows that our antenna has two pronounced resonance peaks at λ 1 = 850 nm and λ 2 = 1300 nm, with a relatively large field enhancement in a broad spectral range, as defined by the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth about 700 nm while the FWHM of a single bowtie antenna is only 100 nm. The near field distributions 2 nm above the structure in the x-y plane at these two resonance wavelengths are illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , and it is observed that the electric field is well confined around the gap at both wavelengths. With regard to the resonance at λ 1 = 850 nm, the field pattern is only concentrated around the bowtie antenna, while at λ 2 = 1300 nm, strong field is also observed around the outer ring. To further understand the characteristics of these two plasmonic modes, the charge distribution is also displayed in Fig. 2(b) . The symmetric mode of the ring is well excited at λ 2 = 1300 nm [14] . We may first infer that the first resonance is mainly ascribed to the bowtie antenna, while the nanoring contributes to the second long-wavelength resonance. Moreover, it is very interesting that when combined with the nanoring, a single narrowband bowtie antenna gives a broadband near field response, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Thus the nanoring plays a critical role in this broadband antenna.
In the following, we will first change the separation distance between the bowtie and ring (g 2 ) and then change the geometrical parameters of the nanoring while keeping the other parameters the same. It is observed in Fig. 2 (c) that when increasing g 2 from 10 nm to 30 nm, the second resonance sharply decreased and the first resonance is blue-shifted near to the resonant wavelength of a single bowtie, which shows the importance of the strong coupling between the ring and bowties. Fig. 2(d) shows that by increasing the thickness of the nanoring, the second resonance peak decreases with a blue-shift while the first is enhanced with a red-shift. This can be understood by considering the charge distributions that cause these two resonances in Fig. 2(b) .
Broadband Purcell Enhancement and Raman Enhancement
The radiation dynamic of quantum emitters can be modified by the local density of the optical states, which was first studied by Purcell [33] . For a dipole source located at the center of the antenna and polarized along the x-axis, the Purcell factor F and antenna efficiency η a are calculated as mentioned above and plotted in Fig. 3(a) . For a dipole polarized with an angle θ to the x-axis, a factor of cos 2 θ is introduced according to partial local density of states [4] . It is observed that a Purcell enhancement over 1000 and antenna efficiency over 75% are achieved in a wide bandwidth of 600 nm. To our best knowledge, such broadband and high Purcell enhancement has not been achieved so far. For completeness, the modified quantum efficiency and the total fluorescence enhancement are also calculated according to Equations (2) and (3), and displayed in Fig. 3(b) , where we assume a fluorescent molecule located at the center of the gap with intrinsic quantum efficiency η 0 = 0.3 and under weak excitation condition. Previous studies have demonstrated that low-quantum efficiency emitters have much higher fluorescence enhancement than high quantum efficiency emitters [34, 35] . Due to the large Purcell factor, the modified quantum efficiency is approximate to the antenna efficiency, and the intrinsic quantum efficiency is improved by the antenna. Thus, both the excitation rate and quantum efficiency enhancement contribute to the enhancement of the total fluorescence rate, and a thousand-fold fluorescence enhancement can be provided by the broadband nanoantenna. To study the SERS enhancement, we calculate the local field enhancement factor G at the center of the gap and 1 nm close to the bowtie tip separately, shown in Fig. 3(c) . A broadband and high G factor is observed near the antenna, though it is still lower than other reported values. Such an antenna design will fulfill SERS regardless of whether the Stokes line is close to the excitation wavelength or not, and different Raman signals from various molecules can be enhanced simultaneously, as the total electromagnetic contribution to SERS is R = G 2 (ω i ) G 2 (ω) . For example, when exciting at the pumping wavelength as shown in Fig. 3(c) , the Stokes signal at S 1 and S 2 are both enhanced, this is much similar to the concept of double resonance Raman enhancement [36, 37] , but more practicable.
Heat Generation
Due to the intrinsic high loss of the localized plasmons, plasmonic nanoantennas have large heat generation at resonance, which makes the structure fail under high power excitation. Fig. 4(a) shows the extinction cross section along with the near field enhancement at the center of gap of the proposed antenna. In the wavelength region between the two resonant peaks, the extinction cross section decreases due to its non-resonant characteristic while the near field enhancement still maintains a high value. Furthermore, heat generation under excitation power density 1 mW/µm 2 is calculated and shown in Fig. 4(b) . We see two resonant peaks around λ 1 = 850 nm and λ 2 = 1300 nm, with the second peak much larger than the first one. This is due to the additional magnetic dipole contribution and larger volume according to the charge distribution in Fig. 2(b) . Here we mainly focus our attention on the dip region around λ 3 = 1000 nm, with the same reason as the dip in the extinction cross section in Fig. 4(a) . The insets in Fig. 4(b) represent the heat power density at respective wavelengths. Consistent with the above near field characteristic, the heat power density is concentrated in the body of the bowtie antenna at λ 1 = 850 nm, while it is redistributed in the body of the ring at λ 2 = 1300 nm. The heat power density distribution at λ 3 = 1000 nm is more uniform with a relatively low value. This off-resonance operation makes this broadband antenna more applicable than the traditional resonant antennas.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have proposed and numerically demonstrated a novel plasmonic nanoantenna with broadband near field enhancement in the same spatial position. The strong electromagnetic field enhancement simultaneously enables high Purcell and Raman enhancements. Thousand-fold fluorescence enhancement and antenna efficiency over 75% in a wide bandwidth of 700 nm have been demonstrated based on single antenna-emitter configurations. Broadband SERS have also been achieved regardless of whether the Raman molecules have a long wavenumber, making it more practicable than the single resonant antennas. Furthermore, the total heat generation and heat power density have been investigated numerically. Compared with the usual resonant design, this non-resonant enhancement with lower heat effect shows significant improvement and opens up a new path for plasmon enhanced fluorescence and Raman spectroscopies. It is expected that this broadband nanoantenna holds great potential in other nonlinear applications such as harmonic generation [38] and nanolasers [39] . 
